
 Report about ASEA  
This report is a result of an investigation by the Flandrensis Secret Intelligence Service 
(FSIS) and the Antarctic Micronational Intelligence Service (AMIS), written by Niels of 
Flandrensis (AMIS) and Hein of Giddis (FSIS). 

Investigation about Antarctica's Elain of Atilnia 
ASEA was founded on December 21st, 2006 and since 2010 they are a member of the 
Antarctic Micronational Union. ASEA has a excellent reputation in the AMU-community 
because of their professional background. 
In 2007 they organize their first expedition to Antarctica, in total they organize 4 expeditions 
to the white continent. Federico Curridor – leader of the Curridor Corporation – represent 
ASEA in the AMU. Since the begin the AMU considered ASEA as one of the most important 
members of the AMU. Especially since they claimed to have scientist (citizens) on Antarctica. 
 
However the good reputation of ASEA the FSIS and AMIS work together for an investigation 
about this nation. This investigation is a result of suspicions and doubts about several facts 
of ASEA, started with the great influence of the nation on territorial issues and their many 
protests against new members in the AMU. 

1.  Information given by ASEA to the AMU 
When ASEA appeared on MicroWiki (old version) they came into a conflict with the 
Federated States of Antarctica and Keep Watch. ASEA declared that they claimed the area 
(green) since 2006 and they even had a population on Antarctica, the citizens of ASEA are 
scientist who do research for an international company: the Curridor Corporation. During the 
first negotiations Federico Curridor even answered to David Powel of the FSA “I inform you 
that from this moment our flagships vessels Albatros and Diaz are on alert”, referring to their 
presence on Antarctica. Confronted with those information Keep Watch unclaimed a great 
portion of their territory in favor of ASEA and the AMU accepted ASEA as a full member of 
the union.  

 

http://www.microwiki.org.uk/images/e/e5/AMU_claims_new.jpg


2. Unclear information about ASEA toward the AMU-
community 
Since 2011 Federico Curridor is the AMU-Commissioner of Foreign Affairs and New 
Members. But since their membership ASEA protest against almost all new claims nearby 
their territory, claiming that all islands nearby their borders are also claimed because the 
presence of scientists or stations in the area. Several times the Secretary-General of the 
AMU (Niels of Flandrensis, followed by Maarten of Arkel) asked ASEA to give a list with all 
claimed islands to avoid territorial disputes with new members. This is still not done, while 
ASEA is based on a professional and scientific background. 

3. Curridor Corporation 
After searching the internet the AMIS and FSIS find information about the company that 
financial support ASEA: Curridor Corporation. This corporation provide boats and helicopters 
for the Antarctic expeditions. We found that the photo of their ship „the Albatros‟ is false, on 
the ship stand “Curridor ASEA” but we found an identical photo 
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4. Bases and scientific stations on Antarctica 
The Cities of ASEA are founded in old and abandoned stations and facilities. Officially, the 
capital city is located at Whalers Bay and during the Summer they organize expeditions to 
Antarctica. However, Whalers Bay is now tourist destination and scientific outpost, with 
research bases being run by Argentina and Spain and not the Italian Curridor Corporation. 
Since 2000 there are only two scientific stations still in use, both summer-only; Spain has the 
Gabriel de Castilla and Argentina has its Decepción Station. Several pictures about ASEA 
buildings are taken from websites about Antarctic tourism. 
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From this we conclude that ASEA don‟t have any scientists on Antarctica because all 
information and pictures are taken from other websites. The researchers found anywhere on 
the internet pictures about the presence of ASEA on Antarctica. 

6. False information about the identity of Federico Curridor 
Federico Curridor is the President of ASEA and also the leader of the Curridor Corporation. 
His facebookpage says he lives in Flaibano (Italy). This location is also confirmed by the 
website of the Curridor Corporation. After some research we found one person with the 
name Federico Curridor in Flaibano, born on March 14th, 1996.  
We found his profile on netlog (nickname federico_dharmareclutamento) and also a website 
about a previous hobby, the Dharma Project (based on the tv-serie Lost). This website 
shows a lot of similarities with the website of the Curridor Corporation. 
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7. Conclusion 
The main goal of the AMU is to organize all Antarctic micronations and protect each others' 
territory and claims.  
The AMIS (Antarctic Micronational Intelligence Service) don‟t accuse ASEA for their claims 
on abounded buildings or stations that don‟t belong to them, that‟s a part of the concept of 
micronationalism. But the AMIS accuse ASEA for misleading the Antarctic community by 
spreading false information about their presence on Antarctica and abusing this information 
since the beginning to influence other members during territorial disputes (Federated States 
of Antarctica and Keep Watch). Hereby they used photo‟s from websites about Antarctic 
tourism and they distort their pictures about boats. The AMIS conclude that ASEA don‟t have 
scientists or organize expeditions to Antarctica, nor do they have any form of population on 
Antarctic stations. 
 
This report was approved by the Secretary-General of the AMIS and before publication it was 
studied by Maarten of Arkel, Hein of Giddis and Daniel Morris. 
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